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Since the launch of the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment (GRACE) in March 
2002, the Earth's surface mass variations have been monitored with unprecedented 
accuracy and resolution. Compared to the classical spherical harmonic solutions, global 
high-resolution mascon solutions allows the retrieval of mass variations with higher 
spatial and temporal sampling (2 degrees and 10 days). 
We present here the validation of the GRACE global mascon solutions by comparing 
mass estimates to a set of about 100 ocean bottom pressure (OSP) records, and show 
that the forward modelling of continental hydrology prior to the inversion of the K-band 
range rate data allows better estimates of ocean mass variations. 
We also validate our GRACE results to OSP variations modelled by different state-of-the-
art ocean general circulation models, including ECCO (Estimating the Circulation and 
Climate of the Ocean) and operational and reanalysis from the MERCATOR project. 
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